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Abstract
Business practice and literature frequently advocate more business oriented roles for management accountants. The aim of this study is to examine reasons for management accountants to act as business partners and to analyze corresponding performance effects. More specifically, two research questions are investigated: (i) why do management accountants act as business partners, and (ii) are business oriented management accountants beneficial to organizations?

To answer these research questions we derive a theoretical model incorporating the ideas of the theory of reasoned action. We employ covariance-based structural equation modeling and dyadic survey data gathered from German management accountants and general managers for our analyses. Empirical evidence suggests that (i) in contrast to attitude, subjective norms have an effect on whether management accountants act in a business oriented way and that (ii) business orientation of management accountants is beneficial to organizations.
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INTRODUCTION

Recent lively debates in professional (e.g., Siegel, Sorensen, & Richtermeyer, 2003; Davis & McLaughlin, 2009; IBM, 2010) and academic (e.g., Burns & Baldvinsdottir, 2005; Järvenpää, 2007) literature advocate more business oriented roles for the finance function and, in particular, management accountants. Most of this literature claims that management accountants need to become a more proactive internal business consultant, a business advisor, or simply a business partner to management.

Management accountants have always been placed in a service role within organizations. The seminal classification introduced by Simon et al. (1954) assigned them the responsibility to provide information for score-keeping, attention-directing, and problem-solving. By the 1980s, the emphasis of management accountants’ activities lay in score-keeping and maintaining the financial database systems, often negatively labeled as ‘number crunching’ (e.g., Newman, Smart, & Vertinsky, 1989, p. 136). In the last decades, management accounting as well as the roles of management accountants have undergone dynamic changes. The priorities with regard to score-keeping decreased and far more time and resources were devoted to business oriented tasks and responsibilities (Järvenpää, 2007; Siegel & Sorensen, 1999). It is claimed that management accountants should seize the opportunities, for instance, offered by advanced IT systems (e.g., Caglio, 2003; Granlund & Malmi, 2002) and shift capacities from their ‘traditional’ tasks like score-keeping or ‘number crunching’ toward business related activities. In this regard, they should be more involved in decision making processes and they should expand the scope of their responsibilities. It is postulated that business oriented management accountants are more able to provide enhanced services to general managers and contribute more strongly to the achievement of organizational goals (Siegel & Sorensen, 1999, p. 6). If management accountants stick to their ‘traditional’ behavior, there is the risk that they might lose relevance in their organizations as highlighted in the seminal work of Johnson & Kaplan (1987).

A substantial number of research initiatives addressed aspects concerning the business orientation of management accountants. Whereas early studies followed a more normative style (e.g., Kaplan, 1995; Regel, 2003) and offered explanations on the need for business oriented management accountants, recent studies increasingly applied empirical research

---

1 Management accountants are sometimes also denoted as controllers. In this paper, we only use the term “management accountant” and do also follow this terminology in those cases where the original reference applies the term “controller”.
strategies. These studies follow heterogeneous objectives and varying research approaches, for instance, case-based or interview-based research (e.g., Granlund & Lukka, 1998; Byrne & Pierce, 2007), survey research (e.g., Coad, 1999; Mouritsen, 1996), or hybrid forms like large-scale telephone interview surveys (e.g., Siegel & Sorensen, 1999).

Notwithstanding the broad strand of existent literature in this field, up to now, knowledge and theory are “rather underdeveloped, anecdotal and fragmented” (Järvenpää, 2007, p. 102). In particular, relatively little is known about consequences of those new activities and roles (Byrne & Pierce, 2007, p. 474; Scapens & Bromwich, 2001, p. 253). For instance, there is no satisfying answer to the question whether business orientation of management accountants even has a positive impact on the intended objectives. Furthermore, although studies address aspects like the process of changing management accounting culture, it remains unclear whether the actual practice of management accountants acting in a business oriented way depends on changes in their own attitudes or on ‘pressure’ from their organizational environment. Thus, the question arises if there is rather a “role-making” or rather a “role-taking” (Katz & Kahn, 1978, p. 195-197 and 219; Turner, 1962, p. 21f.) of management accountants. Consequently, we pursue this stream of literature with our research project and address especially two research questions: First, why do management accountants act as business partners? Second, are business oriented management accountants beneficial to organizations?

In order to answer our research questions, we incorporate the thoughts of the theory of reasoned action (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975) to explain and understand the behavior of management accountants. Originating from social psychology, the theory of reasoned action has been widely applied in various academic disciplines and has shown sufficient reliability to predict behavior (e.g., Sheppard, Hartwick, & Warshjaw, 1988). For our analyses, we derive a model based on this theory and test it with dyadic empirical data gathered from German management accountants and general managers from a cross-sectional survey.

We contribute to literature by deepening and advancing the understanding of management accountants’ business orientation and by offering evidence on the reasons for business partnering as well as for the positive results of corresponding activities. Furthermore, we affirm that business orientation of management accountants should be assessed as being positive and that management accountants can contribute to firm performance. With our approach, we follow the calls for theoretically grounded scholarly activities, for more research on management problems, and for a stronger focus on management accounting practice.
Furthermore, our research is distinctive since we are able to rely on a relatively large dyadic data set for conducting our analyses which offers interesting insights and reduces the risk of key informant or common method biases.

To answer the research questions we proceed as follows. We derive the theoretical basis of our study in the next section: we review relevant literature, specify our hypotheses, and set up the research model. In Section 3, we describe research design, sample, and constructs employed in our study. The subsequent Section 4 presents the findings of our work. We conclude our paper in Section 5 and provide final remarks and suggestions for future research.

RELATED LITERATURE AND HYPOTHESES

Literature on business orientation of management accountants

A substantial strand of literature addresses aspects on business orientation of management accountants. The studies can be broadly distinguished into two streams: several normative style studies and a broad range of empirical studies.

Studies following a more normative style (e.g., Colton, 2001; Kaplan, 1995, Regel, 2003) mainly argue that management accountants have to participate more in managerial decision making and in the formulation as well as in the implementation of strategy. Moreover, they point out that information systems must be amended and designed by management accountants to satisfy the information needs of management. Although these studies contribute by offering arguments for discussions in the field of the present research, they only offer their conceptual ideas or anecdotal evidence and do not test or verify their suggestions that business orientation of management accountants is beneficial.

Empirical studies address heterogeneous aspects in the field of management accountants’ business orientation. More in general, Mouritsen (1996) shows that providing information is no longer the only responsibility of management accountants. He claims a higher variation in tasks and distinguishes five different categories of management accountants’ activities: bookkeeping, consulting, banking, controlling, and administrating. More specifically, Siegel & Sorensen (1999) report developments in management accountants’ tasks and roles during a five year period at the end of the 1990s and show various changes in the profession. In particular, management accountants spend more time analyzing data and participating in decision making processes. Moreover, they shift more
capacities toward non-traditional accounting tasks like strategic planning, internal consulting, or process improvement, and increasingly hold leadership roles in cross-functional teams. Furthermore, the authors report the emergence of the business partner role of management accountants triggered by the demands of internal customers.

In his study, Coad (1999) also deals with the emergence of the business partner role. He focuses on a lack of matching between the claim that management accountants become an internal consultant and the corresponding motivational and behavioral patterns. He especially addresses two variants of goal orientation of management accountants: learning and performance goal orientation. Whereas individuals with a learning goal orientation typically have an intrinsic interest in their work and intend to improve their competencies, individuals with a performance goal orientation behave in such way to achieve a positive evaluation of superiors or important others (Coad, 1999, p. 110f.). He reveals in his study that management accountants who possess or are able to develop a learning goal orientation are more likely to become a proactive internal business consultant or a business partner than management accountants with a performance goal orientation.

The recent study of Davis & McLaughlin (2009) with senior financial executives analyzes the level of business orientation in organizations. Similar to other studies (e.g., Granlund & Lukka, 1998), they argue that the level of business orientation is intimately linked with the level of management accountants’ involvement in managerial decision making. Their results show a high degree of business partnering in broad areas, especially on senior level. Nevertheless, they also exhibit wide variations regarding the extent of business partnering and claim that the level of business partnering is not always optimal. In this context, they also note a partial lack of awareness regarding the opportunities for business partnering and its potentially positive effects.

Other studies address the prerequisites for business orientation and the drivers of a change in management accounting culture. Advanced IT systems offer additional capacities for management accountants which allows them to shift their priorities toward business oriented activities (Caglio, 2003; Granlund & Malmi, 2002). Furthermore, beside sound accounting knowledge, management accountants need business awareness to fulfill a business partner role (Burns & Baldvinsdottir, 2005; Byrne & Pierce, 2007). Moreover, change toward a business oriented management accounting culture can be triggered by changing business conditions (Burns & Baldvinsdottir, 2005) or by comprehensive sets of formal and informal interventions (Järvenpää, 2007).
To sum up, prior research indicates a higher variation of management accountants’ tasks and a partial shift of capacities toward non-traditional accounting activities. The quintessence of business orientation and business partnering is the proactive involvement of management accountants in strategic and operational decision making. Business oriented management accountants are expected to be active members in teams that are in charge of important decisions (Siegel & Sorensen, 1999, p. 5) and that they exhibit the willingness as well as the ability to contribute more value to their organization (Järvenpää, 2007, p. 100). Albeit the expectations of what business partnering is might seem to be clear, there still remains a lack of evidence if business oriented behavior is triggered by their own attitudes or by expectations from their environment and if business orientation of management accountants is indeed beneficial to organizations.

**Hypotheses development and research model**

The two highlighted research gaps are reflected in our research questions. To answer the first question about the reasons for management accountants to act as business partners, we especially rely on the thoughts of the theory of reasoned action. In order to answer the second research question, we expand the theoretical model to derive a more comprehensive research model.

The theory of reasoned action (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975) provides a theoretical framework for our study and serves as a basis to derive our hypotheses. This theory is designed to predict and explain the behavior of individuals in specific contexts. The validity of the theory and its extensions has been supported by a broad strand of research in various academic disciplines. However, there have only been a few applications in an accounting context so far (e.g., Dowling, 2009; Hanno & Violette, 1996; Uddin & Gillet, 2002).

The core idea of the theoretical framework is that the behavior of an individual is a function of its intentions. Intentions are in turn shaped by the individual’s attitude and by subjective norms (Ajzen, 1988, p. 118). Attitude toward a certain behavior is determined by the individual’s evaluation on performing the behavior. Whether positive or negative in nature, attitude captures the individual’s beliefs concerning the consequences of its behavior. Subjective norms refer to the perceived social pressure that the individual is exposed to when performing or not performing a certain behavior. This aspect especially applies to the perceived social pressure originating from people important to the individual.
The present research especially addresses behaviors and actions of management accountants from an ex post perspective. Consequently, intentions are of reduced importance compared to the actual practice of acting in a business oriented way reflecting the strong association between the two constructs. The strong association between behavior and intentions as its immediate antecedent (Ajzen, 2002, p. 107; Ajzen, 1988, p. 113f.) is confirmed by meta analytic evidence (e.g., Kim & Hunter, 1993; Sheppard, Hartwick, & Warshjaw, 1988) as well as several single research activities in an accounting (e.g., Hanno & Violette, 1996, p. 65) or non-accounting (e.g., Venkatesh & Davis, 2000) context. Against this background and in line with prior literature we use the construct “Practice” as proxy for the actual behavior of management accountants acting in a business oriented way.

Figure 1 provides an overview of our theoretical argumentation and corresponding hypotheses. We argue that a higher business orientation of management accountants is deemed to be beneficial to organizations. More specifically, we derive a research model embracing two elements: First, we address the actions and activities of management accountants. Based on the underlying theory, we postulate that the practice of acting as a business partner is influenced by attitude and subjective norms perceived by management accountants. Second, we focus on the impact of business orientation and argue that business orientation will result in a higher contribution of management accountants and, subsequently, performance in terms of internal efficiency.
Our theoretical basis offers two determinants for the practice of management accountants acting in a business oriented way: attitude and subjective norms. The attitude of an individual is influenced by his or her beliefs embracing, for instance, opinion, knowledge, or stereotypes (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975, p. 13). As described earlier, academic research, publications in professional journals, and communications of diverse interest groups postulate the positive outcome of a business orientation of management accountants. As a result, the postulated aspects might also change beliefs and attitudes of management accountants, at least in a medium-range perspective. In this regard, management accountants who believe that acting as business partners leads to positive effects, for example, enhanced managerial decisions or performance, are more likely to have a more positive attitude toward this trend. Consequently, it can be expected that management accountants with such a positive attitude will be more likely to pronounce business oriented activities.

This idea is also supported by the findings from Coad (1999) who reports that management accountants possessing a learning goal orientation are more likely to act as internal business consultants than management accountants with a performance goal orientation. If management accountants with such an emphasis on a learning goal orientation encounter the trend toward business orientation and the advocated positive outcome, they are likely to adapt their behavior and act more like a business partner because this adaption satisfies their needs for increasing competencies. Thus, current trends in management accounting will presumably enforce management accountants’ attitude toward acting as business partners and will subsequently change their behavior. This argumentation leads to our first hypothesis:

H1: The more positive the attitude toward acting as a business partner, the more pronounced the practice of acting as a business partner.

Beside the individual’s attitude, our underlying theory posits the subjective norm as the second determinant toward practice. Foremost, the individual’s perception of whether people who are important to him or her approve or disapprove of a specific behavior impacts the individual’s behavioral intention and practice (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975, p. 302). This subjective norm might influence the behavior of the individual since he or she might behave accordingly even though he or she does not expect that the pursued goals will be achieved with the specific behavior.

Important persons for management accountants are, for example, the CFO, line managers, or the CEO of the organization. While the importance of CFOs and their role for
changes in the management accounting systems just recently attracted research activities (e.g., Baxter & Chua, 2008; Naranjo-Gil, Maas, & Hartmann, 2009), a broad strand of literature on the role and the importance of CEOs and other senior managers already exists (Carpenter, Geletkanycz, & Sanders, 2004; Hambrick & Mason, 1984).

This reasoning leads to the conclusion that those management accountants, who perceive that a subjective norm on the importance of acting in this way is set by important others, are more likely to act as business partners. Consequently, we derive our second hypothesis as follows:

H2: The stronger the perceived subjective norm for acting as a business partner, the more pronounced the practice of acting as a business partner.

The rationale for management accountants acting as business partners is to increase the benefits of their activities. In particular, Siegel & Sorensen (1999), p. 6, claim that management accountants possessing enlarged responsibilities and occupying wider roles contribute more strongly to the organization and support the enhancement of decision making processes. Byrne & Pierce (2007) support this notion as they postulate a positive effect of an enhanced business knowledge of management accountants on decision making processes and an influence of management accountants on business results.

One of the prerequisites of the enlarged responsibilities and wider roles mentioned above is the advancement of IT systems that enable management accountants to shift capacities (e.g., Granlund & Malmi, 2002). Released capacities allow management accountants to put more emphasis on a deeper analysis instead of the compilation and calculation of data as well as on enhanced recommendations based on relevant information which, in turn, should subsequently lead to improved performance. A higher degree of participation in the managerial decision making processes, which should come along with a higher business orientation, also enables management accountants to carry out a faster analysis. If they are involved in the generation of decision opportunities, they can offer an earlier analysis and proposals.

Further support for this argumentation is provided by the thoughts of the resource-based view (e.g., Barney, 1991). Capable management accountants – i.e., business partners – are typically the sole or an important provider of information required by the management and, therefore, are presumably able to add value to the firm. Management requires this information which might be a basis for better decisions and which represent a possible source of competitive advantage.
Hence, the third hypothesis summarizes the argumentation as follows:

**H3:** The more pronounced the practice of acting as a business partner, the higher the contribution of management accountants.

In more detail, advanced contribution by management accountants is linked with enhanced decision making. Adequate information supports the managerial decision making processes and enables managers to make better decisions. This is in line with organizational theory which suggests that the performance of an organization depends on actions of individuals, especially managers (e.g., Burney & Widener, 2007, p. 44). Initially, an increased quality of decisions leads to enhanced implementation processes, for instance, in terms of acceptance and feasibility, which should result in a higher internal efficiency, such as a better allocation of resources and improved internal processes.

Research on the association between management accountants’ activities related to decision making processes and performance (Sathe, 1982; Zoni & Merchant, 2007) adds to this argumentation. Those studies show positive correlations or a positive impact of an involvement of management accountants in decision making processes on firm performance. In addition, the study by Ferreira & Moulang (2009) reveals that an involvement of management accountants in strategic management processes – which is closely linked with management accountants’ business orientation and a high level of contribution – enhances strategic implementation and strategic effectiveness.

Consequently, we postulate that higher contributions of management accountants lead to higher levels of performance. Capturing the argument that enhanced decision making processes positively influence internal processes or internal efficiency, we posit the fourth hypothesis as follows:

**H4:** The higher the contribution of management accountants, the higher the internal efficiency.

**RESEARCH METHOD**

**Survey design and administration**

We conducted a large-scale mail survey for data gathering in the period of March to May 2009. We obtained our sample from a database of a German commercial list provider. Whereas the database covers all industries, we excluded financial institutions due to their specific business models and regulatory requirements. We selected the top 1,500 companies
in terms of revenue from the remaining corporations as our target sample. For various reasons
(for example, double counts due to legal form constructions or ceased operations) we had to
discard another 281 companies resulting in a final target population of 1,219 companies for
our study.

Survey research applying single informant-designs, i.e., one respondent per company
answers relevant questions and assesses constructs, faces the risk of key informant and
common method biases. Information provided by survey participants, i.e., the key informants,
is in most cases not limited to personal opinions since ratings typically also embrace
departmental or company-related aspects. Potential key informant biases might arise if the
respondents do not possess adequate knowledge due to their functional or hierarchical
position in the company (Bagozzi & Yi, 1988, p. 423-425). We decided to approach two
persons in each company, i.e., we implemented a dyadic research design, to ensure informant
competency with regard to functional and hierarchical position. Thus, we surveyed the heads
of the respective management accounting departments posing questions related to actions of
management accountants and asked general managers of the companies for their assessment
on the impact of management accountants’ activities. The resulting multi informant-design
should also alleviate a possible common method bias which might arise if independent and
dependent variables are assessed by the same respondent (Podsakoff & Organ, 1986;
Podsakoff et al., 2003, p. 881-883). We limit the risk for this potential bias, which can be
explained by consistency motifs, implicit theories, social desirability, or affectivity of
respondents, by administering questionnaires to two persons in every targeted company as
mentioned above. Furthermore, we conducted Harman’s (1967) single-factor-test after data
gathering to check for possible signals of common method bias. This test checks whether an
exploratory factor analysis of all relevant survey items results in one or more than one factors.
The results of the exploratory factor analysis did not reveal a single or common factor
indicating no risk of common method bias.

Data collection procedures followed a three-step implementation strategy. First, we
contacted each firm by phone to check data accuracy, to ask for the latest contact details, and
to introduce the study. Second, we sent a personal letter, a questionnaire as well as a second
survey package to the heads of the management accounting departments. We asked them (i) to
fill out the functionally customized questionnaires for management accountants and (ii) to
forward the second survey package to a general manager, i.e., a member of the upper or upper
middle management such as the CEO, managing director, or division manager. Third, we sent
out two reminder emails, two respectively four weeks after the initial mailing to boost the
response rate. In addition, we personalized all correspondence and offered a research report covering the main findings of our study to all participants.

Sample description
A total of 280 persons participated in our study. Eight questionnaires had to be discarded due to large number of missing data. Of the remaining 272 responses, 160 were from management accountants and 112 were from general managers. Due to the dyadic research design we need matching pairs of questionnaires. Thus, the final sample consists of the answers of 112 firms.

Our final sample contains medium- and large-sized companies in terms of revenue (mean = 3,684 million EUR; standard deviation = 8,390 million EUR) and in terms of number of employees (mean = 12,881; standard deviation = 45,549). Furthermore, our sample shows a reasonable spread across industries. Predominant industries are wholesale/retail (13.39%), chemicals/health care (11.61%), utilities (10.71%), automotive (9.82%), and industrial goods (8.93%).

One of the inherent limitations of survey research is non-response bias. To check for any bias we split the data set into three groups according to the number of days that has passed from initial mailing until receipt of the returned instrument and searched for possible divergent answers between the first and the last third. The underlying rationale is that the answers of respondents who participate later are expected to be more similar to those by non-respondents (Armstrong & Overton, 1977, p. 397). To assess the answers, we employed t-tests for every item of the questionnaire. However, we found no significant differences (p < 0.05) between early and late respondents.

Description and measurement of constructs
Our research model as depicted in Figure 1 contains five constructs to measure the respective theoretical concepts. The constructs are measured as latent variables which comprise multiple indicators. We applied reflective measurements to all constructs. With one exception, we applied a six-point rating scale with 1, “Do not agree at all”, and 6, “Totally agree”, as anchors. For internal efficiency, the anchor points were 1, “Much worse”, and 6, “Much better”. In the following, we provide basic explanations on the operationalization of our constructs. Full details on item formulation as well as applied item codes are given in Table 4 in the Appendix.
We rely on the recommendations of Ajzen (2006) to develop new scales related to the theory of reasoned action. In this regard, we reviewed the literature described earlier in our paper to derive three scales with two items. Due to the intimate link between business orientation of management accountants and managerial decision making, we placed emphasis on the participation of management accountants in decision making processes (e.g., Davis & McLaughlin, 2009, p. 37; Sathe, 1983, p. 31). Attitudes of individuals focus on how individuals assess a specific behavior. In consequence, to measure the construct “Attitude”, we asked the respondents how they evaluate a possible involvement of management accountants in decisions of general managers in terms of attractiveness and expedience. Subjective norms capture aspects which are expected of the individual. Thus, with the corresponding instrument we asked the management accountants whether general managers appreciate and expect an involvement of management accountants in decision making. Since practice reflects the actual behavior of individuals we incorporated aspects of the effective participation and of the frequency of an involvement of management accountants in the construct related to “Practice”.

To measure the construct “Contribution of management accountants”, we basically rely on the underlying work of Huselid (1995), p. 637, who draws on the seminal research of Barney (1991). Whereas Huselid (1995) addressed the contribution of human resource management practices on corporate performance, we adapted his thoughts to our research setting and derived a three item measure which especially focuses on the outcome of management accountants’ activities. Similar to the procedures for deriving prior constructs, we devoted special attention to the impact of information provided by management accountants as well as to managerial decision making for item formulation (Sathe, 1983, p. 31).

Finally, we measure “Internal efficiency” with a three item scale from Homburg et al. (2008) which was adopted from Mahmood & Soon (1991). The items, which measure the aspects relative to the company’s competitors in the last three years, comprise cost efficiency, resource allocation, and cost awareness. Whereas the original scale includes four items, the results of the pilot-test procedures compelled us to exclude one item on internal processes.

Since our research was conducted in Germany, we applied German language for all correspondence including the questionnaires. Thus, if relevant literature or related scales were in English, we took established back-translation literature into consideration (Brislin, 1970; Van de Vijver & Hambleton, 1996). Furthermore, we pilot-tested the survey instruments with
five executives from business practice and six academic researchers to ensure reliable and valid measurements in our study. Some of the survey items were adjusted slightly afterwards.

RESULTS

Assessment of constructs

For our analyses, we employed covariance-based structural equation modeling (using AMOS) which allows simultaneous examination of constructs (measurement model) and theories (structural model). The analytical procedures follow a two-stage approach: first, we assess constructs of our research model; second, the structural model which specifies relations among the constructs is evaluated (Anderson & Gerbing, 1988, p. 411).

Sufficient reliability and validity of the constructs is a prerequisite for analyzing structural models. Our procedures for the assessment of the constructs embrace the analysis of internal consistency, a check for discriminant validity of the constructs, and further validations employing exploratory factor analyses.

Our data show good results on internal consistency and, consequently, indicates reliability and validity of the constructs. Standardized factor loadings (0.669-0.973) exceed the minimum recommendation of 0.4 and are in most cases greater than 0.7. Furthermore, the results for factor reliability (FR), average variance explained (AVE), and Cronbach’s alpha (CA) are well above the required criteria (FR = 0.780-0.948 > 0.6, AVE = 0.543-0.901 > 0.5, and CA = 0.766-0.945 > 0.7) typically described in respective literature (Ford, MacCullum, & Tait, 1986, p. 296; Bagozzi & Yi, 1988, p. 80; Fornell & Larcker, 1981, p. 45f.; Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994, p. 264f.). Full details are provided in Table 1. In addition, we offer further information on the constructs and items of our study (results of exploratory factor analyses in Table 5 and means, standard deviations, and correlations in Table 6) in the Appendix.
Table 1: Construct assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Standardized factor loadings</th>
<th>Factor reliability</th>
<th>Average variance explained</th>
<th>Cronbach’s alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attitude</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_1</td>
<td>.715</td>
<td>.817</td>
<td>.695</td>
<td>.802</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_2</td>
<td>.937</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjective norms</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN_1</td>
<td>.973</td>
<td>.948</td>
<td>.901</td>
<td>.945</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN_2</td>
<td>.926</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Practice</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_1</td>
<td>.932</td>
<td>.907</td>
<td>.830</td>
<td>.906</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_2</td>
<td>.889</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contribution of management accountants</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_1</td>
<td>.798</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_2</td>
<td>.727</td>
<td>.780</td>
<td>.543</td>
<td>.766</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_3</td>
<td>.682</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internal efficiency</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE_1</td>
<td>.796</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE_2</td>
<td>.669</td>
<td>.788</td>
<td>.555</td>
<td>.783</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE_3</td>
<td>.764</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To capture discriminant validity, we employ the Fornell/Larcker-criterion. Discriminant validity exhibits that the operationalization of two constructs diverges from each other. It implies that indicators underlying one construct correlate preferably at a low level with the indicators of other constructs. The criterion checks whether the square roots of AVE of each construct exceed the correlations between the two constructs (Fornell & Larcker, 1981, p. 46). Table 2 shows the correlation matrix and the square roots of AVE statistics. The results reveal that all construct pairs fulfill this criterion and discriminant validity can be assumed.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attitude</td>
<td>.834</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective norms</td>
<td>.374</td>
<td>.949</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice</td>
<td>.389</td>
<td>.768</td>
<td>.911</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution of MAs</td>
<td>.102</td>
<td>.200</td>
<td>.261</td>
<td>.737</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal efficiency</td>
<td>.036</td>
<td>.070</td>
<td>.092</td>
<td>.351</td>
<td>.745</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
Diagonal elements are the square roots of AVE statistics. Off-diagonal elements are the correlation between latent constructs.
AVE: average variance extracted; MA: management accountant

Table 2: Discriminant validity check

Overall, the results of our construct assessment procedures exhibit sound operationalization and indicate no limitations for further analyses.

Assessment of the structural model

For hypothesis testing, we perform structural equation modeling based on maximum likelihood estimation. Before presenting the results of the test procedures, we report the statistics regarding model fit.

The assessment of the structural model relies on the fundamentals of the chi-square statistics and on commonly used criteria to evaluate model fit (e.g., Hair et al., 2006, p. 745-749). Model fit refers to the ability of a model to reproduce the (observed) data. Chi-square statistics are the basis for assessing possible differences between the observed and the estimated covariance matrices. The ratio between chi-square statistics and the degrees of freedom (df) is 1.267 (chi-square = 62.066; df = 49) which is below the threshold of 2.0 (Byrne, 1989, p. 55). Furthermore, testing for statistical significance of the chi-square statistics should exhibit a non-significant result (e.g., p > 0.05). Such an outcome indicates that there is a non-significant difference between the sample and the estimated covariance matrices and that the proposed model is consistent with the data. The p-value of our model is 0.1, indicating no statistically significant difference between our sample and the estimated covariance matrices. The Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR) and the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) are measures which are sometimes denoted as ‘badness-of-fit’ indices since lower values represent a better fit. SRMR values of up to 0.08 indicate good model fit (Hu & Bentler, 1998, p. 27; Byrne, 2001, p. 82). Similar, RMSEA
values of less than 0.05 are signals for a good model fit, and RMSEA values between 0.05 and 0.08 show an adequate fit (Browne & Cudeck, 1993, p. 144; Byrne, 2001, p. 84f.). Results of the ‘badness-of-fit’ measures also indicate satisfactory fit: SRMR = 0.055 < 0.08 and RMSEA = 0.049 < 0.05. Finally, the following incremental fit indices are employed for our research: the Normed Fit Index (NFI), the Comparative Fit Index (CFI), and the Tucker Lewis Index (TLI). The recommended minimum requirement for NFI is 0.9 (Bentler & Bonett, 1980, p. 600) and for CFI as well as for TLI, it is 0.95 (Hu & Bentler, 1998, p. 449). The results of the incremental fit indices are also satisfactory: NFI = 0.917 > 0.9, CFI = 0.981 > 0.95, and TLI = 0.974 > 0.95. Overall, we summarize the above findings in Table 3 and conclude that the research model reveals sound fit, i.e., the proposed model fits the data well, and is not expected to confound the results of the hypothesis tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Critical value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chi-square statistics</td>
<td>62.066</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degrees of freedom</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi-square statistics / degrees of freedom</td>
<td>1.267</td>
<td>&lt; 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>&gt; .05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR)</td>
<td>.055</td>
<td>&lt; .08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA)</td>
<td>.049</td>
<td>&lt; .05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normed Fit Index (NFI)</td>
<td>.917</td>
<td>&gt; .90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative Fit Index (CFI)</td>
<td>.981</td>
<td>&gt; .95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tucker Lewis Index (TLI)</td>
<td>.974</td>
<td>&gt; .95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Model fit indices of research model

The results of the hypothesis tests are presented in Figure 2. Except for one relationship, the standardized path coefficients show significant relations of our research model. Our first hypothesis predicted a positive effect of management accountants' attitude toward business partnering on the practice of acting as a business partner. Our empirical data does not support this hypothesis (H1: path coefficient = 0.12; not significant). The second hypothesis links the perceived subjective norms with the practice of acting as a business partner. Our obtained empirical data allows us to corroborate the hypothesis (H2: path coefficient = 0.72; p < 0.001). The third hypothesis proposes a positive association between the practice of acting as a business partner and the contributions of management accountants. Reflecting our results, we are also able to corroborate this hypothesis (H3: path coefficient = 0.26; p < 0.05). Finally,
our data does support the last hypothesis on the effect of the contribution of management accountants on the performance measure internal efficiency (H4: path coefficient = 0.35; p < 0.01).

Discussion of results

Our study intends to elaborate on the determinants and the results of business orientation of management consultants. The results of the analyses confirm that business orientation should be assessed as being positive and support the claim that business partnering has a positive effect on firm performance. Our analyses also reveal that the attitude of management accountants has no statistically significant impact on the decision whether or not to act as a business partner and suggest that business orientation is foremost influenced by the subjective norms perceived by management accountants.

The results are basically in line with Järvenpää (2007) who proposes that informal interventions – beside formal interventions such as changes in the organizational structure or the implementation of new accounting systems – are of great importance for a change in management accounting culture. In this respect, he points out the importance of paying
attention by top management, role modeling, and storytelling in order to induce such a change. Whereas the author derives his proposal from a case study with a single Finnish company, our research contributes to this discussion by offering further evidence from a large-scale survey.

The results of Mouritsen (1996), p. 295, also add to this discussion. Based on his results from a survey including heads of management accounting departments, he highlights that the work of management accountants is especially influenced by interactions with general managers and other line functions. Furthermore, he concludes that management accountants’ work is determined more strongly by general managers than by external factors like environmental uncertainty or production mode trends.

Our results can also be linked with the findings of Coad (1999) on goal orientation of management accountants in two respects: First, he reports that leadership style affects the goal orientation of management accountants. Since leadership style is expected to influence subjective norms considerably, our results confirm his findings. Second, Coad (1999) also argues that a learning goal orientation of management accountants – which is associated with intrinsic work interests of management accountants and with the intentions of management accountants to improve their competencies – positively influences the practice of acting in a business oriented way. Assuming that learning goal orientation of management accountants is intimately linked with the attitudes of management accountants, our results cannot reaffirm prior findings. In contrast, our findings are more connected with a performance goal orientation of management accountants which describes that individuals behave in such a way to achieve a positive evaluation by superiors or important others. Thus, our results are the rather opposite of Coad’s (1999) findings who also argues that performance goal orientation might even prevent management accountants from becoming proactive. Against this background, future research activities could integrate the goal orientation of management accountants in our proposed research model to achieve a deeper understanding of the links between goal orientation, attitude, and the practice of business partnering.

Role theory (Kahn et al., 1964; Katz & Kahn, 1978) also offers possible explanations why the behavior of management accountants is mainly influenced by subjective norms. This theory, which has been recently employed in a similar context by Byrne & Pierce (2007), posits that individuals in organizations possess specific roles and tend to behave accordingly; this aspect can also be linked with role-taking. Form and interpretation of the roles are especially determined by internal and external expectations and foremost by other members of the organization, so-called role senders. Furthermore, the expectations of those role senders,
for instance, general managers or the CFO for management accountants, also influence the attitudes of individuals. Such argumentation would be in line with our findings that the practice of acting as a business partner is influenced by subjective norms and that possible changes of individual’s attitude might be linked with subjective norms.

Furthermore, one may speculate whether management accountants, albeit communicating this aspect in a different way, may not want to become a business partner. Critics argue that business orientation and involvement in managerial decision making could lead to a decrease in the independence of management accountants and a reduced objectivity of the information provided (e.g., Indjejikian & Matėjka, 2006; Siegel, 2000). In contrast, Davis & McLaughlin (2009) also address this possible threat and conclude that senior finance professionals do not assume that business orientation could result in a conflict with the independence of the finance function. The findings by Burns & Baldvinsdottir (2005), p. 749, might offer support for the former speculation. They reveal, that with an enhanced business orientation, management accountants will also be more involved in cross-functional teams which implies that they may enter unfamiliar terrains, especially in terms of expertise and persons, in which they might not always be welcome. This would also be in line with Lischeron & Wall (1975), p. 502, who especially identify two reasons for a reduced participation of individuals in higher level decisions. On the one hand, they mention a lack of interest in participating by the individuals; on the other hand, they refer to a possible lack of support by management. As consequence, management accountants might stick – consciously or unconsciously – to their ‘traditional’ attitude and behavior.

**CONCLUSION**

Finally, we conclude our study by reflecting our research questions and by discussing contributions, managerial implications, inherent limitations as well as potentials for future research activities.

The aim of our study was to elaborate on the business orientation of management accountants. More specifically, we addressed two research questions: (i) why do management accountants act as business partners, and (ii) are business oriented management accountants beneficial to organizations? To answer those research questions we draw on the theory of reasoned action and derived a comprehensive research model. We gathered data from German management accountants as well as general managers and analyzed the resulting dyadic data set with structural equation modeling techniques. Regarding our results, we initially analyzed
attitude and perceived subjective norms of management accountants as possible predictors for the practice of acting as business partners. Our results show that there is no significant association between attitude and business orientation, but we discovered a strong link between subjective norms and business orientation of management accountants. Furthermore, we could found that a business orientation of management accountants has a positive effect on the contribution of management accountants and subsequently also on internal efficiency of the organization.

Our paper contributes to management accounting literature in several respects. The work offers evidence on business orientation of management accountants and, in particular, on corresponding results. We elaborate on the predictors for this orientation and highlight the importance of subjective norms. Moreover, the research model and our data reveal significant associations between business orientation and contributions by management accountants and internal efficiency, a measure of performance. Thus, we support the notion of positive effects of a business orientation of management accountants and provide corresponding evidence. Additionally, the paper contributes to existing literature as it develops new instruments for measuring business orientation and its predictors. Statistics on reliability and validity of those instruments disclosed satisfactory results and may serve as basis for future activities in this field. Finally, whereas other work in this stream of research especially used case-based or interview-based approaches, our approach is distinctive since we have been able to use a quite large dyadic data set and advanced multivariate statistics which proved to serve well for conducting our analyses.

The results of our study may provide insights for management accountants and general managers in business practice. First of all, the findings should spark a stronger business oriented behavior of management accountants. To enforce such transformations, general managers should clearly communicate their needs and expectations on the services of management accountants. If general managers expect management accountants to be business oriented, they have to state their requirements clearly to influence the perceived subjective norms of management accountants. Moreover, if there are general managers who expect a more ‘traditional’ role from management accountants, the results may help management accountants to convince general managers that they should involve the management accountants more strongly in decision making processes. However, business partnering requires management accountants to have adequate competencies in terms of finance know how, a broad set of soft skills, sound business knowledge, and familiarity with the organization’s functions and operations. Selected management accountants might exhibit
relevant expertise, but there might also be management accountants requiring proper training. In addition to individual training programs, corporations should amend their human resource development curriculum accordingly. For instance, the enhanced schedules could embrace programs on effective communication or on business topics and could also include joint get-togethers or social events with general managers to strengthen the relationships.

As is the case for most research activities, we also face potential limitations which go beyond the limitations typically mentioned concerning the application of questionnaire-based surveys (for example, limited possibility to answer queries from respondents, reduced flexibility). First, we selected the theory of reasoned action as basis for our work. We are confident that this approach is appropriate for our research objective which is to analyze the reasons why management accountants act as business partners. Nevertheless, there might also be other predictors of business orientation. As described in the next paragraph on research potentials, future research could follow up this issue to gain further insights and to deepen our findings. Second, similar to prior work in this field, we conducted the data gathering procedures for our study in a single country, in our case Germany. A possible limitation might originate from the fact that roles of management accountants are, at least slightly, different in heterogeneous national or cultural surroundings (e.g., Ahrens, 1996; Granlund & Lukka, 1998). Third, we partly applied newly developed scales in our research. Even if the instruments exhibit sound reliability and validity statistics, we are aware that they are subject to potential limitations and should be validated in future research activities. The instruments should be further discussed and developed in order to demonstrate appropriateness and to ensure that they capture the relevant subjects. Fourth, our response rate is lower than desired. Nevertheless, it is deemed acceptable reflecting the complex research design because of the need for dyadic data. Nonetheless, we are still confident that our findings contribute to management accounting literature.

Although our study offers several insights and findings, the limitations already suggest ample room and potentials to advance the knowledge in the analyzed field of management accounting. First of all, future scholarly activities could immerse our findings on the predictors of business orientation of management accountants. Whereas prior work highlights the importance of informal interventions by general managers to foster a change in management accounting culture, our results highlight the importance of subjective norms as a trigger for business oriented behavior of management accountants. A next step on the research agenda should be to further investigate what the precise tasks of general managers are for fostering a change in management accountants’ behaviors. Furthermore, personal
characteristics of management accountants and general managers – for instance, aspects on education, career paths, or, as already mentioned, goal orientation of individuals – could be incorporated into the research activities. In this regard, future work could link the findings of Naranjo-Gil, Maas, & Hartmann (2009), who analyze the impact of CFO characteristics on the use of management accounting innovations, with our research and investigate how personal characteristics might influence business orientation. Other starting points for related research activities could also be psychological theories or frameworks like the “Big Five”-factors (Barrick & Mount, 1991) for the analysis of personality traits or prior management accounting research on knowledge of management accountants (Stone, Hunton, & Wier, 2000). Furthermore, the effect of business orientation of management accountants on their job satisfaction might also be of interest for future activities in this field (Chenhall, 2003, p. 133).

Potential activities could also pursue prior research on the image of accountants (e.g., Baldvinsdottir et al., 2009) and link possible changes in accountants’ image with the trend toward business partnering. As mentioned before, a possible limitation of our results is caused due to the fact that we conducted our research in only one country. Since there is no doubt that replication is beneficial (e.g., Lindsay, 1995), it might be illuminating to administer a research project across different countries to gain further insights into possible country-specific characteristics and differences. Moreover, future research activities could validate and further develop the instruments we applied in our project. It may be possible to transfer our ideas toward other management disciplines which also encounter a trend of increased business orientation, for instance human resource management (e.g., Ulrich, 1997).

Furthermore, future activities could employ large-scale longitudinal survey research. Whereas the cross-sectional data we obtained offers an adequate basis for our analyses, longitudinal data could offer additional insights into the developments of a business orientation of management accountants and such attempts would complement prior longitudinal case-based research. Finally, our research addressed the rather broad aspect of business orientation of management accountants. Future scholarly activities could immerse our findings and conduct research in specific areas with a special emphasis on selected extended tasks related to business orientation and wider responsibilities of management accountants. Research projects could, for instance, analyze a possible involvement of management accountants in incentive compensation, marketing, procurement, or other areas which do not belong to the ‘traditional’ core activities of management accountants.
### APPENDIX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attitude</strong> *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_1</td>
<td>I assess it as very attractive to be involved in decisions of general managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_2</td>
<td>I assess it as expedient to be involved in decisions of general managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjective norms</strong> *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN_1</td>
<td>I assume that general managers would appreciate it if I was involved in their decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN_2</td>
<td>General managers expect me to get involved in their decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Practice</strong> *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_1</td>
<td>I effectively participate in decision making of general managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_2</td>
<td>I get frequently involved in decision making of general managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contribution of management accountants</strong> *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_1</td>
<td>The group of management accountants makes a distinct contribution to our corporation’s performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_2</td>
<td>Information provided by the group of management accountants makes a significant contribution to support general managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_3</td>
<td>Information of management accountants is acknowledged as source of competitive advantage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internal efficiency</strong> **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE_1</td>
<td>Realization of cost reduction potentials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE_2</td>
<td>Efficient resource allocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE_3</td>
<td>Cost awareness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
* 6-point rating scale, anchors: 1 – do not agree at all; 6 – totally agree
** 6-point rating scale, anchors: 1 – much worse; 6 – much better (compared with competitor)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Eigenvalue</th>
<th>Variance explained (percentage)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attitude</td>
<td>1.670</td>
<td>83.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective norms</td>
<td>1.900</td>
<td>95.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice</td>
<td>1.831</td>
<td>91.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution of management accountants</td>
<td>1.819</td>
<td>60.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal efficiency</td>
<td>2.083</td>
<td>69.43%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Results of exploratory factor analyses (principal axis factoring)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. dev.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attitude</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1  A_1</td>
<td>5.438</td>
<td>.668</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2  A_2</td>
<td>5.464</td>
<td>.629</td>
<td>.670**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjective norms</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3  SN_1</td>
<td>4.509</td>
<td>1.040</td>
<td>.273**</td>
<td>.352**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4  SN_2</td>
<td>4.455</td>
<td>1.146</td>
<td>.220*</td>
<td>.292**</td>
<td>.900**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Practice</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5  P_1</td>
<td>4.759</td>
<td>1.109</td>
<td>.302**</td>
<td>.343**</td>
<td>.693**</td>
<td>.661**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6  P_2</td>
<td>4.545</td>
<td>1.200</td>
<td>.172</td>
<td>.319**</td>
<td>.657**</td>
<td>.637**</td>
<td>.831**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contribution of management accountants</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7  C_1</td>
<td>4.696</td>
<td>.928</td>
<td>.013</td>
<td>.105</td>
<td>.255**</td>
<td>.317**</td>
<td>.191*</td>
<td>.198*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8  C_2</td>
<td>4.813</td>
<td>.844</td>
<td>.131</td>
<td>.149</td>
<td>.233*</td>
<td>.219*</td>
<td>.192*</td>
<td>.111</td>
<td>.582**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9  C_3</td>
<td>3.777</td>
<td>1.168</td>
<td>-.058</td>
<td>.020</td>
<td>.213*</td>
<td>.285**</td>
<td>.083</td>
<td>.190*</td>
<td>.527**</td>
<td>.515**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internal efficiency</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 IE_1</td>
<td>4.384</td>
<td>.903</td>
<td>.063</td>
<td>.080</td>
<td>.126</td>
<td>.073</td>
<td>.012</td>
<td>.063</td>
<td>.173</td>
<td>.107</td>
<td>.185</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 IE_2</td>
<td>4.339</td>
<td>.964</td>
<td>.103</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>.123</td>
<td>.144</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>.057</td>
<td>.257**</td>
<td>.134</td>
<td>.244**</td>
<td>.543**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 IE_3</td>
<td>4.482</td>
<td>.949</td>
<td>-.023</td>
<td>-.001</td>
<td>.069</td>
<td>.061</td>
<td>-.051</td>
<td>.020</td>
<td>.321**</td>
<td>.125</td>
<td>.244**</td>
<td>.613**</td>
<td>.489**</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes:*
N = 112
Significance level (two tailed): ** p < .01; * p < .05
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